Why Choose
Fuel Cycle?

With so much competition today, we believe the best
way to guarantee the future success of your brand
is to use smart experience management software.
Here’s how Fuel Cycle will make a difference.

Agility, Flexibility, and High Impact Insights equals Better ROI
Legendary brands all over the world rely on Fuel Cycle to increase brand loyalty, develop products
and accelerate growth. We fire off multiple engagement channels, quickly delivering validated
results in just hours, while providing a variety of research methodologies to answer any question-in
one platform. With our trusted platform you can prepare for even the most unpredictable changes,
to continually improve performance with confident, data-driven decision making.

Unified Data & Research Ecosystem
Fuel Cycle integrates with 35+ best-in-class solutions to accomplish the most common to the
most unique research use-cases, and we are continuing to expand the list. These integrations
create a true ecosystem of “data connectedness” in one platform. No toggling between programs
or manual data work, just reliable results. A consolidated environment leads to more efficient
decision making while also improving the visibility of your department’s business impact.

Unique Mobile Capabilities
Fuel Cycle is the only platform that offers live mobile interviews so you can capture authentic, inthe-moment feedback about your brand, products and digital presence. Built with a mobile first
design in mind you can also triple your open rates with SMS campaigns and Push Notifications.
These features increase participation and feedback, helping you create more positive customer
experience and interactions with your brand.

Speed of Innovation
The software you use should evolve as your business does. That’s why we release 100s of new
enhancements or features yearly. Fuel Cycle meets businesses where they’re at and grows with
them by providing easily customizable and affordable solutions to meet new market research
needs. Constant innovation with robust and scalable features means your software never gets old,
leaving you with effective optimization strategies, high ROI and ahead of the competition.

Sophistication and Simplicity
Fuel Cycle challenges the notion that insights are expensive, time consuming, require outsourcing
or that one platform can’t meet all your research needs, because the data is in siloes. We enable
companies to easily and confidently drive decisions across departments by integrating all relevant
data sources. With real-time recommendations on your side, that are easy to access and understand
you quickly gain support from key stakeholders.

Experience the Difference

